Pastor Stef’s Book Review – August 2017
I read Calvin Miller’s Life is Mostly Edges: A Memoir (2008) in one day and I didn’t skim it. I was
totally engrossed, and had a very late night. Calvin was an American pastor for 35 years and then a
professor for 15 years. This book is Calvin’s life story told in candid and humorous detail. In fact, I
laughed out loud so many times that eventually Nancy just had to read it on her own to find out what
was so funny.
I connected with this book on several levels. Calvin and I both grew up in small towns (although I
was spared Calvin’s poverty and alcoholic father). Calvin and I both had conservative/fundamentalist
church experiences throughout our teen years. Calvin and I both grew to reject much of that
conservativism, while appreciating some of its other aspects. Calvin and I both became pastors and
Baptist pastors at that. Calvin and I were/are both pastors and both of a more bookish and scholarly
bent. And Calvin and I (probably) will one day become a professor. This is a memoir that is well written,
funny and reflects on many of issues 20th century Americanized evangelicalism. If you want to find a
person who thinks a lot like your pastor so you can better understand me, then you should enjoy this
book. You will laugh, a lot!
I also put into the library a sampling of some of Calvin Miller’s other works in his Unfinished
Soul: Happening upon Jesus in the Happenstance of Life (2004). This is a collection of a number of his
reflections, short stories, poetry and other odds and ends.
Calvin Miller died in in 2012 and, as a tribute to Miller, Ed Stetzer, contributing editor of
Christianity Today, wrote, “Dr. Miller knew the importance of story. A wonderful wordsmith, he would
use the element of story in such a way that cold facts and dry doctrine came to life in ways rarely seen.
His poetry was an outpouring of his devotion to both his Savior and his sweetheart, Barbara Joyce.”
That’s a great description of what you are in for when reading Calvin Miller. His memoir is not
just an interesting story, but it is also well written. When you get those two things working together
books are hard to put down, even if you don’t finish it in a day. And did I mention that you’ll need to
prepare yourself for a lot of laughter?!

